07-30-03 HAYFORK, CA

THE STRING CHEESE INCIDENT

DISC ONE
SET ONE
01 INTRO> 0:29
02 MERCY MERCY MERCY> 7:40
03 QUARTER JAM> 3:38
04 BORN ON THE WRONG PLANET 10:48
05 CAN'T STOP NOW 5:48
06 MOUNA BOWA 8:49
07 CLOSE YOUR EYES> 11:45
08 TEXAS> 12:11
09 SHINE 17:43

DISC TWO
SET TWO
01 GALACTIC> 7:53
02 SO WHAT> 4:23
03 GALACTIC 3:18
04 TEXAS TOWN 4:52
05 SITTIN' ON TOP OF THE WORLD 4:27
06 JOYFUL SOUND 10:25
07 BLACKBERRY BLOSSOM 4:16
08 DARK HOLLOW 3:52

DISC THREE
01 ON THE ROAD 2:53
02 SHAKIN' THE TREE 12:38
03 ROUND THE WHEEL 11:20
ENCORE
04 CHATTER 1:00
05 SUPERSTITION 7:53

* Due to power failures, portions of disc two were unavailable from our normal OTR sources. Missing pieces have been filled in thanks to audience tapes supplied by Sandy Alexander. This disc is presented without any editing, so power failures, and other tape issues are audible.
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DISC THREE
01 ON THE ROAD 22:53
02 SHAKIN' THE TREE 12:38
03 ROUND THE WHEEL 11:20
ENCORE
04 CHATTER 1:00
05 SUPERSTITION 7:53

* Due to power failures, portions of disc two were unavailable from our normal OTR sources. Missing pieces have been filled in thanks to audience tapes supplied by Sandy Alexander. This disc is presented without any editing, so power failures, and other tape issues are audible.
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